
GroundCloud Safety Training is the best way to keep 
your linehaul fleet trained and safety compliant. 
Our training library contains a wide variety of safety 
modules covering professional techniques that will 
prepare your drivers for any situation they might 
face on the road.

Get your training from the best. All our training modules are designed in-house by industry veterans with over 60 
years of combined experience in the trucking industry. They cover relevant topics on professional driving behavior 
and road techniques that will help your drivers stay compliant and instill a culture of safety within your team.

PROFESSIONAL DRIVER TRAINING

Drivers using our app can stay compliant with their required safety training. Training modules are automatically 
sent within the app and can be conveniently completed before their workday begins. Following a text and video 
module, drivers prove their understanding with a brief quiz and e-signature verification of their completion. 

AUTOMATED CAPTIVE COACHING

GroundCloud Video Telematics use an advanced AI system to recognize and correct unsafe driving practices while 
on the road, such as drowsy or distracted driving, speeding, and following distance. Drivers are automatically sent 
coaching modules to their app that teach proper and professional driving techniques through modules related to 
the unsafe behavior.

AI-POWERED REACTIVE COACHING

Easily see that your team is up to date and compliant with instant proof of your team’s training record and signed 
confirmation of completion. Drivers are given scorecards rating their safety compliance so there are no surprises.

FLEET-WIDE SAFETY MONITORING

Onboard Training - Safety Agreement
Pre-Trip, Winter Driving
Inadequate Evasive Actions
DOT Principles of Intersections
Distractions Reading Paperwork
 Fatigue/Drowsy Driving

Stopping - Failure to yield to pedestrians
ELI-te Coupling
CSA Review, DOT Hours of Service
Defensive Driving
Seat Belts
Distracted Driving

Dangers of Night Driving
Dangers of Night Driving Part II
Driver Fatigue
Safe Backing
Turning Merging Lane Changes
Stopping & Following Distance

Seat Belt & Risky Behaviors
Seat Belt Passengers
Unprofessional Driving - Unsafe Backing
Unprofessional Driving - Unsafe Lane Change
Unprofessional Driving - Driving the Wrong Way
Vehicle Control
Distractions

Distracted Talking
Reading
Drowsy
Over 10mph
Over 70mph
Following Distance Under 4 Seconds
Poor Camera Placement

Camera not Working
Obstructed View
Incomplete Stop
Failure to Stop
Stop for Pedestrians
Failure to Yield

Linehaul Professional Safety Training

Linehaul Reactive Training
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